MAYBE It's Spring. Or maybe it's just doing what comes naturally. But anyway, when the Trail's looking for something new, we're prowling for photos this week — this is what he got: John Benjamin Magorf, A. M., B. T. B., engaging in telephoning (i.e., cutting a rug) at the Hayford Bower of the Kappa Fraternity dance at the Mason Methodist Church. When it's spring it's time for John L. Lewis to smarten the miners out of the pits, and for Charles Thomas Battle, Ph. D., to give his own classes the word on labor mediation problems. Here he is, leading with his right.
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Coffee's A Nickel

SUB Food Prices Take Slump

SUB fountain prices changed Monday. A tentative price list, compiled by Leroy Connelly and Hidme Hutton, was put into effect. None of the prices went down. Most of them stayed put. The biggest fluctuation was in the milk price. It was originally 80 cents but went up to 90 cents, now it is back to 80 cents.

The price change was suggested by Bruce Gerard Halvorson, same time last year. His purpose is to do away with penny change and tax loafers. The revamped prices include:

1 Egg, fried, boiled or scrambled with toast.. .25
1 Egg and toast with bacon... .25
1 Egg and flour with bacon... .25
Hamburger, plain... .25
Hamburger, deluxe... .25

The new prices can be taken at.

For the equivalent of 966 cups of coffee, a 350 SUB student could pay for tuition, a double room and his Associated Student fee. Coffee was a nickel.

Today the Lugger pays 2.875 cups of coffee for the same items. To make it more pointed, these figures were computed on the basis of a 400 day school term.

Values being what they are, it is deceptive to make state monetary figures. For instance, in the same year of 1919, the Associated Student fee was $7.00. Now it is $3.50. Stated down to the coffee basis, the difference is only 37.5 cups.

The same holds true with tuition costs. In 1929 it cost only 80 cents. Now it cost only $1.00. Now the difference:

SUB Food Prices Take Slump

Chemists Lay Plans For "Frisco" Meet

Dr. Philip Behrendt, Dr. Robert Sprenget, and Harold Cook will return to San Francisco for the National Convention of the American Chemical Society during spring vacation.

Dr. Springer has written a paper on how to prepare a chemical compound, which is to be put before the division of Organic Chemistry.

Dr. Behrendt has a paper before the "Division of Chemical Education" on "Laboratory Experiments on Sodium Hydride Reductions for the Freshman Laboratory."

Dr. Fehlandt has also received an invitation to join in a new committee on methods of improving college teaching. This is one of the sub-committees of the Division of Chemical Education.

There will be about 40 papers presented from all over the United States. A few from Europe will be special guest speakers.

Pic Deadline Set For Tamanaus

The deadline for portrait appointments for the Tamanaus has been changed to March 23, according to section chairwoman Lois Wannamaker.

Junior, senior, Greek organization members and class presidents are to have their portraits taken before that date. The appointment sheet is in the Trail office now for signatures.

Meanwhile editor Ken Adams requested that campus shutterbugs turn in any pictures of activities they may have. These pictures are due by March 23 and should also be turned in at the Trail office.

Song Fest Plans Made for May 11

The second annual sing fest, "Melody Night," will be held May 11 in the Student Center. Daytime is the general chairman.

A group will be entered by every section and fraternity and two by the Independents. The Story Greeks are entering a non-contestant group, and will be three judges from out of town.

Rules for the fest say that dress is optional, but must be uniform.

Participation will be counted on percentage of membership for the fraternity and sorority and one on the basis of all members for the Independents.

Mrs. Davis Presents Difficult Program

Mrs. Margaret Davis, CPS voice instructor, sang a difficult program of Italian, German, French and English songs in her annual concert at James Hall last Friday.

She was at her best in the numbers that called for a wide range. Her control of the upper register of tones was especially appreciated by the small but vowel-sounding audience.

Most popular of the numbers presented was the "Le Machin’s Aire" by Montval. An amusing song, light, graceful and flippancy not, the air seemed to have been composed with Mrs. Davis’ talents in mind.

John Cwells accompanied Mrs. Davis on the piano in all but one song. The exception was a Mozart number which Raymond Vasington accompanied on the violin.

HIGH SCHOOL DEBATE TEAM awaits final verdict. Photo by Vern Swenson.
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BYRON NORTON IS CHOSEN AS PREXY

Byron Norton was re-elected president of the Independents at the group's last meeting. Assisting him as vice-president for the year will be Jim Boggs.

Other newly-elected officers are Lane Hilt, secretary; Bob Grenner, treasurer, which Raymond Vasington and John Cwells, assistant-treasurers. They will take office April 1.

The members of the meeting also passed a number of constitutional amendments.
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Letters To the Editor

Dear Miss Kenter:

Since you could not understand the letter, I will try to explain English last week, I will attempt to tear this into simple monosyllables.

The letter in absentia said that a couple of schoolmates was being driven, my foot was called to them but they still kept on cranking.

The letter in absentia also said that the last week was in Haskin, German, or Greek. It will be the same situation this week.

I am not forming an entanglement of the words on that page, but of your own free will, you will notice a black newspaper should offer solutions or conclusive solutions, rather than solutions. Though a point was made the only thing that you could combine is the choice of words and spelling.

May I say the English department probably uses some money under for papers. You could probably do a good job.

You can have a fine time with this one. My English is lazy.

Editor's note: A student of what?

I doubt that my criticism of Frank does any good, however, Barrons would influence any opinion's moral base.

Sincerely,

JIM LAPE

Forsaken Of Man Superb:
John Jones Excels Again

Forsaken Of Man," a Lenten Choral Cantata, by Leonard Sower, will be presented on Saturday in the sanctuary of the First Methodist Church. This tremendously difficult work will be presented by the choirs of Portland and Eugene. Featured in the roll of Jesus was CPS Sophomore John Jones. The performance will be a wide variety of literature with one of the best performances. There were many occasions which would lead to a philately of the talents of the group and his schedule. The work, if not intended for your perusal, would produce too tedious a listening audience. The work was performed was anything but

Singing his difficult role with assurance the 18-year-old tenor brought something to a variety of music. His tone and vocal quality are near that of a professional concert. Mr. Jones has a bright range and a high quality of voice that impresses the listener. He is a member of the Adolescent Choir, and a baritone soloist at the First Methodist Church.

Perhaps in part accounting for the successful presentation is the fact that the conductor, D. Robert Smith, studied the cantata with its music composer; last summer; Smith's understanding of this work seemed phenomenal. His complete control of the large choral group and his stunning after-silks style helped to make the presentation a compliment to the original work.

Psych Club Hears Madigan Speaker

R. Franklin Thompson, college president, presented a. program on "Teenage Opportunities for College" Monday evening in the auditorium of the college. Thompson's address was to the members of the college who were interested in furthering their education.

Oregon Conference To Get IRC Vote

The Oregon Conference of the United Methodist Church will meet Tuesday to discuss and vote on the resolutions made at the Northwest Conference of the United Methodist Church.
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We Like The Cafeteria But The Fountain Did Us Dirt

My sincere congratulations to Holmes Rutter on his manufacture of the first in-house cafeteria. We doubt that 100 per cent. The manner in which the meals are served is pleasant and neat. We heard of Lynn Wentworth of the art department, the walls and ceiling of the SBB have taken on the new look. It looks good and is easy to clean and refreshing atmosphere. I haven't gotten used to the yellow in the fountain room but I understand the color didn't quite fit. Yellow was not the color to mix with food. Besides, yellow reminded me of rutabagas, and not a thing to eat.

The five-cent coffee is a treat, but I do hope the difference between it and the old coffee is not being made up by the way the ice cream is being scooped. How do you think you're kidding? Or maybe the crisp in the ice cream is not there. How do you think you're kidding? Or maybe the crisp in the ice cream is not there. How do you think you're kidding?

Since there seems to be a banana in Bahamas, I thought I would buy one, too. Bananas are chocolate around vanilla ice cream around a couple slice of banana around a stick. However, they all sold out when I asked for one—an ice cream don't come 'til 5 p.m. So I ordered a double cone. The layer of ice cream top of that cow was so thin I could have used it for tracing paper. There was there an obvious hole right through the center, that even applied to it.

Now, I ask you, fellows. Is that a fair way to treat a paying customer?

President Answers Youth's Questions

Dr. R. Franklin Thompson, college president, was guest speaker on Tuesday evening when the youth program was held last Sunday on radio station KZKO.

President Thompson accepted questions from the informal interview board included. Phil Hansen, Ted电站, and Curt Lane.

Questions discussed were: "Modern Trends In Education," "Contacts Between Japanese and American Student Life," and "Present Day Techniques In Education.

President's Daughter Celebrates Third Birthday

Mrs. R. Franklin Thompson's daughter, celebrated her third birthday Wednesday. With the exception of the neighborhood children over a big cake and candles.
Candidates
John Sampson
For President
"One of the main reasons I am seeking this position is a desire to improve student government. If elected, I will work hard to create a more efficient and effective student government."

Robert Rinker
For President
"I am running for the position of President because I believe I can make a positive difference in the student government."

Yvonne Battin
For Vice-President
"I am running for Vice-President because I am passionate about student government and want to make a difference."
Let The Chios Fall...
By CECE REIMER, Sports Editor

To start off this week, I’d like to correct an error I made in this column last week about the eligibility of our basketball team. I mentioned Dick Brown in the list of those who are seniors. However, Dick is a sophomore, having put in one semester at Washington State and two here.

Better Relations...

It seems to me that CPS is making a good deal by not re-establishing athletic relations with San Jose State and just football relations, but basketball, wrestling, and other sports as well.

I know that the answer to me is, “San Jose is so much bigger than we are. They have 6,000 enrollment and we have only 2,000.”

As far as I can see, enrollment isn’t the important factor. If enrollment alone were used as a yardstick for athletic relations, many of the great athletic teams would not be as great. An example of relations between a large school and a smaller one, I’d like to put in one semester at Washington State and one at California. Athletic rivalry between the two schools was made bigger than we are. They have.

In the Bay Area, the Kappe Sigma’s played the Indians from the University of California at 10:45. Ono-man, Sigmas Nu, Kappe Sigma all went on wins in last week’s play.

White League:
Kappe Sigma 5 0 3000
Indianas 4 1 3000
Todd Hall 1 4 800
Indies 1 3 2000
Kappe Sigma 4 2 800
Ono-man 3 3 2000
Marscoe League:
Kappe Sigma 4 4 1000
Indians 3 4 1200
Toddl Hall 2 3 900
Ono-man 2 1 600
Mite Chi 1 0 000
Strong Greets 0 1 000
Sigmas Pi 0 0 000
Delta Kup 0 0 000
Toddl Hall 0 0 000

Indee Casaba Stars Trounce Beta Six
Captain Sally Christianen and her Index basketball team split over June Larson’s Beta six in a 25-20 score Monday. Index guard Sally Smith, Fredo Guntari, Sally Christianen and Allen Yamaguchi kept the Bites forwards as busy they didn’t have to shoot, while the Index forwards found less trouble in getting in the clear.

Barbara Noye led the scoring for 13 with 14 assists. Larson cut a lane for the top pola返-maker with 6.

Individual scoring:
Toddl Hall — 14 fl — 2
Ono-man — 8 0 10
Infiees — 5 0 10
Mite Chi — 4 0 10
Spori — 1 0 1

The rest of the basketball schedule is as follows:
March 21; Phi Phi vs. Beta, March 21; Phi Phi vs. Lambda, March 25; Gamma vs. Indiana, April 8.

Ski Area Depends On Forest Service
The executive committee of the winter recreational program met last week. Dr. Springer gave a summary of the present condition of Chisholm and the winter activities and a look into the future of Chisholm. Dr. Springer told the student that for ski plans there was a group meeting this program is dependent upon the U. S. Forest Service for approval. A meeting next week should decide the fate of the ski plan.

Another meeting was held to discuss the future of the winter recreational program in scheduled for Monday, January 22. The meeting will be held in room 202, Howarth Hall at 4 p.m.
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BELLE\'S UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
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WHERE ARE YOU GOING AFTER THE IRC DANCE?

Let's add all this up with the gang for a

snack or dinner. Have a large T-Bone Steak that is delicious.

Busch's Drive-In